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AND FLY POSTING 

I Date: 17 December 2008 

1. 

Ref: RS/58/501 

PURPOSE OF REPORT/ INTRODUCTION 

1.1 To advise the committee of a request from East Dunbartonshire Council for support of a 
motion calling for changes to legislation concerning unauthorised signage and fly posting. 

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 East Dunbartonshire Council passed a motion at their meeting on 30 October 2008 calling 
on the Scottish Government to consolidate existing legislation and provide a single 
legislative remedy to allow Local Authorities to deal effectively and efficiently with the 
problem of unauthorised signage and fly posting. 

2.2 The motion also instructed that CoSLA and other Local Authorities be approached to seek 
support and to request that they also pass the same motion so that a concerted approach 
can be made to the Scottish Government. 

2.3 A copy of the motion passed by East Dunbartonshire Council is attached at Appendix 1. 

3 PRO POS A L S E  0 N S I DE RAT1 0 N S 

3.1 The issue of removal of illegal signage is managed in terms of Sections 59 and 100 of the 
Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 and Section 187 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1997. 
North Lanarkshire Council has procedures in place to ensure that the removal of signage 
by officers is undertaken in accordance with these provisions. 

3.2 The issue of permission to erect signage is a decision for Planning Development 
Management or Traffic and Transportation. For advertisements which require express 
consent from the planning authority, this consent will be recorded in the register and the 
applicant must pay an application charge. For signage which is erected by the AA, Traffic 
and Transportation are approached for permission and grant this on the basis of 
compliance with legislative requirements. There is no regulatory basis for charging for this 
at present. 

3.3 In the last year the Environmental Protection Team have removed in excess of 1200 
illegal signs in compliance with the agreed procedures, and meetings have been arranged 
by Environmental Health with Planning Development Management, Traffic and 



Transportation and Legal Services to update the procedures and devise new initiatives to 
tackle this problem. 

3.4 The legislation dealing with illegal fly posting is ineffective and bureaucratic in nature, and 
is included in roads, planning and anti social behaviour legislation. It also requires the 
Local Authority to store all removed signage and return it to the owners if claimed within 
defined time periods of 14 or 21 days. A single legislative provision dealing with this issue 
would be welcome and would simplify removal and enforcement arrangements, and could 
include an effective penalty for offenders who undertake this activity. 

3.5 The motion passed by East Dunbartonshire Council is calling for changes which should be 
supported, to improve and simplify the removal of unauthorised signage and fly posting 
and to facilitate more effective enforcement against such offences. 

4 SUSTAI NAB1 Ll TY I M PLlC AT10 NS 

4.1 The recommendations to the committee are consistent with policy and there are no 
sustainability implications. 

5 CORPORATE CONSIDERATIONS 

5.1 The recommendations to the committee are consistent with policy and there are no 
corporate implications. 

6 RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 That the committee supports the motion passed by East Dunbartonshire Council on 30 
October 2008 as reproduced in Appendix 1. 

Crawford Morgan 
HEAD OF PROTECTIVE SERVICES 

For further information please contact Robert Steenson on 01 236 61 6534. 



Appendix 1 

EXTRACT OF EAST DUNBARTONSHIRE COUNCIL MEETING - 30 OCTOBER 2008 
UNAUTORISED SIGNAGE & FLY POSTING - MOTION BY COUNCILLORS CUMMlNG AND 
MOODY 

The following motion was moved by Councillor Cumming and seconded by Councillor Moody 

"This Council places on record its frustration at the continuing problems caused by unauthorised 
signage and fly posting on Council land and property and the inadequate remedies provided by 
current legislation. 

The Council therefore calls on the Scottish Government to consolidate the existing legislation and 
provide a single legislative remedy to allow local authorities to deal with this matter. Such a remedy 
should permit: 

0 The speedy and cost efficient removal of unauthorised signage and fly posting, thereby 
allowing more efficient use of staff resources; and 

0 The recovery of costs incurred by an authority in removing such signage and fly posting. 

Further, an approach should be made to COSLA and all other local authorities in Scotland seeking 
their support in this matter and asking if they can pass the same motion so that a concerted approach 
can be made to the Scottish Government. I' 


